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Julia Day's 100th Anniversary Celebration Sunday in Ansonia
ANSONIA - This celebration from 2-4 p.m. Sunday is an open house
for all families: past, present and future.
Visitors can view the building, classrooms and playground.
A picture slideshow at the event will showcase the past to the present.
See how Julia Day has changed over the decades...or has it changed
at all.
If you purchased a brick tile, they will be mounted on the wall for
viewing the historyl. Refreshments will be served.
Julia Day Nursery is located at 76 Central St.
Read more about the history of Julia Day Nursery at
the Valley-Voice Blog

If These Stones Could Talk to be presented at Long Hill Burying Ground, Shelton
SHELTON - Long Hill Burying Ground is the city's oldest
cemetery.
Located on Long Hill Avenue near the intersection of
Constitution Blvd., it will be the location of a program, If These
Stones Could Talk, jointly presented by the Shelton Historical
Society and the Long Hill Burying Ground Association.
The event will be held on Oct. 28 at 1 p.m. In the event of rain,
the event will be held at 1:00 the next day, Oct. 29.
The admission, benefitting both associations, is $5 admission for
adults will benefit both organizations. Students are welcome at no
cost.
Presenter Marty Coughlin extensively researched the history of
the era so that we may better understand those who once lived in
the region. Learn more about Shelton’s early individuals such as a Revolutionary War private from a family with
divided loyalties, why Daniel Shelton was thrown in jail, and more.
Because this is a walking tour, appropriate clothing for weather conditions and sturdy shoes are recommended. Parking
along the street is limited. For additional information and event notices, please contact Tracey Tate at 203-925-1803 or
visit the Shelton Historical Society Web page and Shelton History Center's Facebook page.

Seymour Pink founder Mary Deming
relaxes at the end of Seymour Pink Day last
week at Hot Tamale Mexican Grill and Bar
in Seybridge Plaza.
Each year the restaurant hosts a
community celebration on Seymour Pink
Day and donates 20 percent of the day's
proceeds to the nonprofit.
Seymour Pink is a community's fight
against breast cancer.
October is Breast Cancer Awareness
Month.
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